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Daoc alchemist guide

29-Oct-2011Patch 1110 has arrived! All potions have been updated for multiple charges (and different recipes), and 3 new buff potions are now available (multiple buffs!). Read on for details: Dark Age of Camelot Version 1,110 Release Notes General changes October 25, 2011 All player-crafted potions have had their
charges increased. NOTE: This will only affect newly created potions. Existing potions will still have the same number of fees. All potions that had 3 charges now have 10 charges. All potions that had 6 charges now have 20 charges. All potions that had 9 charges now have 30 charges. All player-crafted potions have had
their material claims increased. In most cases, the number of materials needed has tripled. But for recipes that required dropped materials, the material requirements have shifted slightly. No player-crafted elixir will require more than 4 of any dropped material. All player-crafted potions have had their values increased to
match their new crafting costs. The Following State Buff Potions Have Had Their Bonuses Adjusted: Elixir of Strength - 34 Strength Elixir of Fortitude - 34 Constitution Elixir of Dexterity - 34 Dexterity Elixir of enlightenment - 45 AcuIty Elixir of Might - 51 Strength/Constitution Elixir of Dexterity - 51 Dexterity/Quickness A
new type of player-crafted Stat Buff Potion has been added to Alchemy crafting prowess. These new potions can be found in the 'Stat Buff Draughts' section. These potions can be designed from 950 Alchemy Skill, and will have 10/20/30 charges, depending on the level of the elixir created. Buff values for these potions
are as follows: Draught of Strength - 38 Strength Drafts of Fortitude - 38 Constitution Draught of Dexterity - 38 Dexterity Draught by Enlightenment - 50 Sharpening Draft of Might - 57 Strength/Constitution Draft of Dexterity - 57 Dexterity/Quickness Three new Buff State potions also have several buff versions, available to
players at 1100 Alchemy Skill who can be used to receive the following buffs: Draught of Courage - Will cast Draught of Strength, Draught of Fortitude, Draught of Dexterity Draught of Superior Courage - Will cast draught of enlightenment, Draught of Might, Draught of Deftness Draught of Heroism - Will cast Draught of
Strength, Draught of Fortitude, Draught of Dexterity, Draught of Enlightenment, Draught of Might, Draught of Deftness Uide Getting Started So You Want to Become an Alchemist Eh? The following is a guide to get started on your way. From version 1.87, the restrictions on trading skills have been lifted so that any DAoC
class can take alchemy, either by itself or in combination with other professional skills. To get started on your way, you must become part of the Alchemists' order by visiting the Alchemist Master for your kingdom. Below is a over alchemist masters and their locations for each kingdom. Rich. Name Location Albion
Adelaide Dinsmore Merlin's Tower, Camelot City Albion Mirelle Edmunds Gothwaite Harbor, SI Albion Mirelva Inconnu Crypt, Catacombs Hibernia Aslander Druid Grove, Tir na Nog Hibernia Mairsil Grove of Domnann, SI Hibernia Colma Shar Labyrinth, Catacombs Midgard Armod Day Jordheim Guildhall Midgard Edony
Aegirhamn, SI Midgard Thayra Kobold Undercity, Katakomber All realms All residential zone market Alchemist trainers Right click on alkymist master to talk to him and he will ask if you want to participate in the order [Alchemists]. Left clicking on the highlighted word [Alchemists] will bring up a dialog box asking you to
confirm that you want to become an alchemist as shown above. If you're sure that's what you want to do, click Accept. Once you have clicked Accept you will be accepted in the Order of Alchemists with the rank of Apprentice's Helper and gain skills in a variety of skills. Herbcraft and Jewelcraft are alchemy secondary
skills that will automatically level up as you level alchemy. There are no elements that can be crafted from either Herbcraft or Jewelcraft at this time. As you gain skill, you will get a new rank and your craft menu will unlock new items you can make. The alchemy trade ranking is as follows: Apprentice's Helper 0 - 99 Jr.
Apprentice Alchemist 100 - 199 Apprentice Alchemist 200 - 299 Neophyte Alchemist 300 - 399 Assistant Alchemist 400 - 499 Junior Alchemist 500- 599 JourneyMan Alchemist 600 - 699 Senior Alchemist 700 - 799 Master Alchemist 800 - 899 Grandmaster Alchemist 900 - 999 Legendary Alchemist (LGM) 1000 + Note:
Crafters are no longer required to talk to their professional professional to advance to the next rank. If you would like to impress your friends or advertise yourself as being available for crafts for your realm mates, you can change your character display from your class name to your trade name and level by typing/setwho
trading (to switch back to your class name, type/setwho class). If you have multiple tradeskills and want to show a specific tradeskill title (i.e. Master Fletcher, Legendary Alchemist, Junior Weaponcrafter), talk to the tradeskill driver of this trade and type/title. If you set your character view to yours, others may find you if
they search for an alchemist, and it is generally stated that you take orders for items. 04-27-2016, 8:18 #1 Thanks to Andyn, whose SC guide got me up and running a few months ago. Starting up again and needing 300+ p for any modern temp, leveling crafting as cheaply as possible was a great help. Finding any



equivalent for alchemy that didn't indicate it was the most expensive and 25p+, I used to find the cheapest recipes. I only kept cutting notes of my crafting, but it should be useful enough. Total cost was about 2 no special crafting event or or going on, just regular crafting in the capital (could have used a few of these craft
helms, can't remember now). I resold everything to merchants. 1-350ish make red/orange toxins and dyes when no toxins available. Craft to yellow or blue here, doesn't matter much. 350-410ish weak elixir of healing 410ish-520ish toxins again, depending on what is red/oj up to lifebane, make lifebane until gray 520-
555ish stable spirit alloy tincture 555ish-605ish improved elixir of power 605-665ish stable fire fine alloy tincture 665-700 volatile cold fine alloy weapon tincture 700-780 crafted gloss weapon remover, take this all the way to gray 780-800 stable shards adamantium tincture 800-845ish regular dyes 845-901? unique dyes
901?-1000 features of strength (NOT larger) 1000-1025ish dark violet weapon gloss 1025 + feature of power (NOT larger) Last edited by mastard; 04-27-2016 at ATTACHED YOU WILL FIND MY DIGITAL RESUME THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION Patoots -&gt; Videos / Hopzchimp 04-27-2016, 08:38 PM
#2 04-27-2016, 08:41 #3 Originally Posted by mastard Thanks to Andyn, whose SC guide got me up and running a few months ago. Starting up again and needing 300+ p for any modern temp, leveling crafting as cheaply as possible was a great help. Finding any equivalent for alchemy that didn't indicate it was the most
expensive and 25p+, I used to find the cheapest recipes. I only kept cutting notes of my crafting, but it should be useful enough. Total cost was about 2 plat, no special crafting event or anything going on, just regular crafting in the capital (could have used a few of these craft helms, don't remember now). I resold
everything to merchants. 1-350ish make red/orange toxins and dyes when no toxins available. Craft to yellow or blue here, doesn't matter much. 350-410ish weak elixir of healing 410ish-520ish toxins again, depending on what is red/oj up to lifebane, make lifebane until gray 520-555ish stable spirit alloy tincture 555ish-
605ish improved elixir of power 605-665ish stable fire fine alloy tincture 665-700 volatile cold fine alloy weapon tincture 700-780 crafted gloss weapon remover, take this all the way to gray 780-800 stable shards adamantium tincture 800-845ish regular dyes 845-901? unique dyes 901?-1000 draft of strength (NOT larger)
1000-1025ish dark violet weapon feature 1025 + feature of maybe (NOT bigger) Thanks for sharing - definitely would have been useful 1 week ago - went LGM WC, alch and SC about 55ish plat Someone wants to buy legendary weapons in the middle? 04-27-2016, 9:01 a.m#4 cool. added to the sticky 04-28-2016,
07:48 #5 Originally Posted by mastard Thanks to Andyn, whose SC guide got me up and running a few months ago. Start-up again and need 300+ p for any modern temp, leveling crafting as cheaply as possible was a great help. Finding someone equivalent for alchemy that does not it was the most expensive and 25p+,
I used to find the cheapest recipes. I only kept cutting notes of my crafting, but it should be useful enough. Total cost was about 2 plat, no special crafting event or anything going on, just regular crafting in the capital (could have used a few of these craft helms, don't remember now). I resold everything to merchants. 1-
350ish make red/orange toxins and dyes when no toxins available. Craft to yellow or blue here, doesn't matter much. 350-410ish weak elixir of healing 410ish-520ish toxins again, depending on what is red/oj up to lifebane, make lifebane until gray 520-555ish stable spirit alloy tincture 555ish-605ish improved elixir of
power 605-665ish stable fire fine alloy tincture 665-700 volatile cold fine alloy weapon tincture 700-780 crafted gloss weapon remover, take this all the way to gray 780-800 stable shards adamantium tincture 800-845ish regular dyes 845-901? unique dyes 901?-1000 features of strength (NOT larger) 1000-1025ish dark
violet weapon brilliance 1025+ feature of power (NOT larger) You managed to complete what was known from far as I know as the most expensive crafting skill for LGM with 2 plats. True amazing, thanks for sharing. Thanks given, well deserved @Clamorr you might want to add SC guide Mastard referred to: ALB-tested)
Great resource as well. 04-28-2016, 08:28 #6 I have always been under the impression that SC was most expensive to level and WC/AC was close 2. 04-28-2016, 8:41 a.m. #7 Are all the items needed to design these things purchased from merchants? 04-28-2016, 09:30 #8 Originally posted by CDFTW I've always
been under the impression that SC was most expensive to level and WC/AC was close 2. SC cost me about 5-6p after Andyn's guide, AC was about 4p, WC almost 20p, although WC could have been before I discovered how much cheaper shields were to do. My last WC effort was shields from red-&gt;grey and could
be ended up cheaper. Originally Posted by Cephina Are all the items needed to craft these things purchased at merchants? Yes, no special ingredients attached you will find my digital CV thanks for your consideration Patoots-&gt; Videos /Hopzchimp Hopzchimp
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